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NOTICES O F  N E W  BOOKS. 

Modern Study of Heredity. By T. H. XORGAX. (The Physical Basis of 

The two fundamental principles of heredity discovered by Mendel 
were the law of segregation and the law of independent assortment of 
the genes. Sutton, in 1902, was the first to point out clearly how the 
chromosomal mechanism, then known, supplied the necessary mechanism 
to account for Mendel's two laws. The acceptance of this mechanism at 
once leads to the logical conclusion that Mendel's discovery of segrega- 
tion applies not only to hybrids, but also to  normal processes that are 
taking place at all times in all animals and plants, whether hybrids or 
not. These are 
known as linkage, the linear order of the genes, interference, and the- 
limitation of the linkage groups. 

Mendelisni rests on the theory of a clean separation of the members 
of each pair of factors (genes). I n  every heterozygote the factor for 
the dominant and that for the recessive are supposed to come into 
relation to each other and theu to separate a t  the ripening of the germ- 
cells. The point is the clean separation of the genes without contamina- 
tion (unless as an exceptional phenomenon). Mendelian characters are 
not confined to the surface. A common class of characters showing 
perfect Btendelian behavionr are so-called lethals that destroy the 
individual when in homozygous condition. In  recent years an entirely 
unexpected and important diworery in regard to segregating pairs of 
genes (allelomorphs) has been made. I n  an ever-increasing number of 
cases it has been found that there may be more than two distinct 
characters that act as allelomorphs to each other. For example, in mice, 
yellow, sable, black, white-bellied grey, and grey-bellied grey (wild type) 
are alIeIomorphs-i.e. any two may be present (as a pair) in an indi- 
vidual, but never more than two. I n  all probability, apart from hybrids 
altogether, the germ-plasm is at first niade up of pairs of elements, but 
at the ripening of the germ-cells these elements (genes) separate, one 
member of each pair going to one daughter-cell, the other member to 
the other cell. 

The sperm and the egg pass through essentially the same stages 
during maturation, the esseritial feature of which is the conjugation of 
homologous (paternal and maternal) chromosomes followed by their 
subsequent segregation. Each egg and each sperm is left with half tlie 
original number of chron1osomes-one of each kind, i.e. only a paternal 
or a maternal member of each chromosome pair. It is obvious that if 
one msmber of any pair contains material that produces an effect on 
some character as one of the end results of it5 actixitp, and the other 
member of the pair contains a different material, the beliaviour of tlie 
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chromosomes at the tiuic of maturation supplies exactly the mechanism 
that Mendel’s law of segregation calls for. 

Jlendel’s second lam is the independent assortment of the genes. 
If a t  the muturation (whether of egg or sperm) the genes “tall” and 
(‘ colour ” go t o  one cell, then the genes “ short ” and “ white ” go to the 
other, or “ short ” and I ‘  colour ’’ go to one cell, “ tall ” and “ white ” to 
the other. Fonr classes of germ-cells n ill be expected in the F, genera- 
tion--vie. tall colour, tall white, short colonr, and short white. Each 
pair of chromosoines, just before the reduction division, consists of a 
maternal a i d  a paternal inember; the evidence points to random or 
free assortment of some maternal chromosomes to oiie pole and some to 
the other, and similarly for the paternal chromosomes. This mill 
accouut for the iiideperideiil assortment of genes which Mendel’s second 
lan postulates. 

But further investigation is disclosing an increasing number of cases 
in which free assortment does izot occur. Nany characters have been 
found t o  keep together in suczessive generations instead of assorting 
freely. This is called linkage, and it may be complete or occasional. 
The correlative ibspect of linkage is crossing over, and inasmuch as it 
involves a change in the mechanism that gives linkage, it is entitled to 
rank as one of the fundamental principles of heredity. It means that 
there is an interchange of blocks of genes between honiologous pairs of 
chromosomes. Pairs of characters may be spoken of as loosely linked, 
meaning that crossing over of genes frequently takes place, or as strongly 
linked, meaning that crossing over is wry infrequent. It is probable 
that there is a limiting value for crossing over, and if this can be 
established i t  map lead to the discovery of the lower limit of size of the 
geiie (in terms of chromosonie length). The crossing over, which niay 
occur in germ-cells of the male and not in those of the female, is not 
effected earlier than the time of the conjugation of chromosomes, but it 
can be effected at the time nhen the conjugation is known to occur. 
In regard to all this, however, there is still considerable uncertainty. 

The data in regard to the linkage of characters and the correlative 
phenomenon of crossing over lead to the conclusion that the genes are 
arranged in linear order, standing a t  definite levels in the chromosomes 
and definitely spaced. Ingenious argunients lead to the coiiclusion that 
the size of the blocks that interchange in a crossing over depends on the 
location of the breaking point, and that a break in one region interferes 
TI ith a break in another region. A correspondence between the number 
of linkage groups and the number of chromosome pairs has been proved 
in Droscpldn melctnopster, and no case is known where the number of 
linkage groups exceeds the number of chromosome pairs. It may be 
that a limitation of the linkage groups to the number of chromosomes 
pairs is a fundamental principle of hxedity. An interesting fact is the 
variability of the amount of crossing over in certain cases : the amount 
differs a t  different tewperatnres in Drosophilcr, and it has also been 
shown that there are genes carried by the chromosomes themselves that 
affect the amount of crossing over. 

One species may have twice as many chromosomes as a closely 
related one. So frequent is this that it can hardly be due to chance. 
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The implication is that the number of the original chromosomes has 
either become douhled or halved. If the number is simply doubled, 
there would be at first four of each kind of chromosome from the poiiit 
of v i m  of genetic contents. There is some direct evidence that this 
tetraploidy inay occur. There may be also doubling in one pair of 
chromosomes, and there are other modes of variation in the number of 
cbroiiiosonies. 

The discovery that tlie female in certain species has two X-chromo- 
sonies, and the male only one X-chromosoine, either with a Y-chromosome 
in addition (Sttvensl or nithont the P (Kilson), established a view first 
suggested by AIcClLiiig that the difference between tlie sexes i s  coiinected 
with tlie distiibutioii of particulcir chrumosomes. It may be that the 
presence of two chrornosoiiics (IS), in coiiiiection nith the rest of the 
cell coniplex, causes a female to  develop ; while only one 6es chromosome 
(X). in connection u;itli the Pest of the cell, causes a inale to develop. 
Or it incty be that X S  and S are inerelj indices of sex--i.e. that the sex- 
chromosomes follov hex and do iiot drtermine sex. According to 
Norgaii, the evidence is now conclnsire that sex follon s the chromosomes. 
HE also shows how the chrornosonie theory of sex may apply to  
“ interseses,” gynandroinoi phs, mid allied phenomena. 

lu so far as partheno5enetic reproduction takcs place itliout 
reduction in the iiuinber of the chromosomes, the expectation of ally 
cliaractcr is that it u ill have the mix frequency distribution in 
successive generatiom, hecause the chromosome group is identical in 
each generation. The same I\ ill apply to  a species propagating 
regetatively, or to cases of sexual reproduction in a homoz! gous group 
oi individuals (as in Joliaiinsen’s pure lines). 

Alniost the nhole interpretation outlined aborc rests 011 the postulate 
that the chi~oiiiosoiiies arc the bearers of the Iiereditaiy factors or genes. 
There is cytological and ciiibryological evidence supporting this vielr, 
but it is the genetic erideiice that is convincing. That there may be 
substxiices in the cytoplawi that propagate themselves there and that 
are outside the influence of the nucleus must be conceded as possible ; 
but, aside froiii certain plastids, all the Nendelian evidence fails to show 
that there are such characters. Jt  is difficult to determine Khether a. 
peculiarity of the ovuui-cytoplasm, such as colour, is due to inherited 
plastids or to the influence of the ornm-nucleus before fertilization. 

A gene is to be thought of‘ as R certain amount of material in the 
cliroiiiosonie that niay separate from the chromosome in which it lies, 
and be replaced by a corresponding part (and none other) of the 
homologour chromosoine. It iz of fundniiiental significance in this 
connevion to recognize that the genes of the pair do not jump out of 
one chromosome into the other, so to speak, but are changed hy the 
thread breaking as a piece in front of or else behind them, but not in 
both places a t  once, as would be the case if only a single pair of 
allelomorphs were involved each time. 

A niiniber of general propositions may be stated :-1. A gene is 
associated with inanifold effects. Whatever it is in the germ-plasm 
that produces white eyes produces other peculiarities as well. 2. The 
variability of a character is not necessarily due to variability in the gen‘e ; 
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much is due to variability in the enviroiinienbl conditions of development. 
3. Characters that are indistinguishable- e.g. whiteness in poultry may 
be produced by different genes. 4. Each character is the product of 
many genes, but each of these may change without the others changing. 
Both in segregation and in crossing over each pair is inseparable from 
the others. 

Of mutations it may be sairl that they appear iufrequently, that the 
change is definite from the beginning, that some at  least are recurrent, 
and that the difference beheen the old character and the new one is 
snlnll in some cases and greater in others. Their origin remains obscure. 
As to their supposed “ chance ” character, it is pointed out that the 
degree of development of any character increases the probability of 
further stages in the same direction. Species are to be thought of as 
groups of genes, and related species have a good many genes in conimoii. 
Thus similar mutations are likely to occur i n  different species, and there 
is experimental evidence of this in Drosuphila. J. A. T. 
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